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The Elder Scrolls: Legends features a Story Mode that enables you to become the hero of the classic browser-based card game with up to three other players in an effort to save Tamriel from the forces of Oblivion. The game invites you to take the role of a powerful Fighter, Sorcerer, Rogue, or Wizard
that explore a variety of card and board game mechanics, gaining you experience along the way. Through this experience, you will unlock powerful new cards, gain access to deep card collection features, and your character will evolve in experience points allowing you to improve your strength and

abilities and reach the next level of play. Your actions will be represented by cards which you will be able to summon and use in combat, as well as play as you progress through the Story Mode. Key features of the legendary card game of the Elder Scrolls: Legends: Story mode for up to three players,
each with their own deck. Single and multiplayer at the same time Explore and participate in the story of Tamriel, the land of the Elder Scrolls. A fighting game that evolves with your character and skill. Customize your deck between the 10 classes you can have and go on a journey that will teach you

new skills in the game. Tons of content with a monthly new expansion releasing every month. NEW FANTASMATIC AND ERASMUS WEATHER SYSTEM (for PC version only) Centralized forecasts to help you plan your playing schedule Interactive and colorful weather patterns for an always changing Tamriel
Tons of new bosses and enemies for you to defeat Enjoy a more immersive soundtrack from the game's composers that complement the action and drama Immerse yourself in full-screen mode! PLAYER LEVELS The battle between light and dark rages. As the Lord of the All Kingdoms, you must stand
against the dark forces that threaten the land. The land of Tamriel, the Elder Scrolls, is home to many races. Using the magical powers of the Mother of the Nine, it was created and has been left to you. You are the most powerful being that created the world. EXPERIENCE THE WORLD OF THE ELDER

SCROLLS WITH THE NEW CONCEPT OF PLAYER LEVELS • You can start the game in Offline or Online mode and you can then go through the game as you like: Explore the world of the Elder Scrolls, unearth new areas, take on enemies, and meet with other players. • With Level

Features Key:
A Vast World Full of Excitement.

Create your own character.
Unique Online Play that Loosely Connects You to Others.

Discover the land - Explore Vast Worlds through a network of open fields, wandering for days on end and visiting the towns of the Rift.

Acting! Acting!

Rise as an actor and play an important role as a hero, even in the party of the rich and famous! Act with wry smile or cheerfulness, and speak with various talents and abilities and create an entirely different atmosphere from that of a typical "queen's ransom" hero.

A warrior to make the hero of legends! The warrior’s charisma is known around the whole kingdom and even the story of the notorious "Dragon's Soul Eater" is repeated. You'll be a realistic warlord as a hero thanks to the detailed display of your fighting strength and various weapons and armor!

A diverse mage! The success rate in crafting magic differs from character to character. Take on the role of a rich ex-mercenary who uses their money for shortcuts, or a demon warrior who causes fear within the heart of the enemy.

Pure Sword Art Pure Sword Art

While Act is a combat RPG, we didn't just stop at being a battle simulator. "Sword” means "glory" in the Elden languages, and "Pure Sword Art" means a swordsman who represents glory and peace. Therefore, in addition to protecting peace and love by communicating with everyone, using your power of faith,
you can also build a forward outlook on life and be a guide for humans.

Content update! Info on some of the new battles in the 3.0 update. Availability Dimension Magic has arrived on 3/18/2017 (Thu) Release on GREE. (   

*For a limited time a Pure Sword Art: +(Beyond) Arena: Ragnarok
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